WAC 308-106-030 Insurance identification card—Self-insurance—Certificate of deposit—Bond. A person or organization providing proof of compliance through self-insurance, as provided in RCW 46.29.630, certificate of deposit, as provided in RCW 46.29.550, or bond, shall provide an identification card to all covered drivers. The card shall contain the following information:

(a) For persons or organizations who are self-insured:
   (i) The self-insurance number issued by the department ((of licensing));
   (ii) The effective date of the certificate of self-insurance; and
   (iii) A description of the year, make and/or model of the vehicles covered by the certificate of self-insurance and/or the name of the driver covered by the certificate of self-insurance. The word "fleet" may be used in place of the vehicle description. The person or organization may issue a supplemental listing of vehicles covered;

(b) For persons or organizations who are covered by a certificate of deposit:
   (i) The certificate number issued by the ((state treasurer) department; and
   (ii) The name of the driver covered by the certificate of deposit;

(c) For persons or organizations covered by a liability bond:
   (i) The name of the company issuing the bond;
   (ii) The bond number; and
   (iii) The name of the driver covered by the bond.